
The perfect combination of powerful workflow, compliant digital signatures and 
business process automation software that works the way you work.



DIGITAL SIGNING - THE SUCCESS OF YOUR BUSINESS

Is your company still stuck in the past when it comes to the signing of documents and 
document management? 

Think about this: One 20-page printed document costs on average £1,10 (black and white) to £2.55 (colour) to produce, at least 

five minutes to be printed, another five minutes on average to be scanned, and a minimum of 24 hours to be shipped by the 

sender alone – before even being analysed, signed, scanned and shipped back by the receiver. 

Now, imagine something in this already drawn-out system goes wrong. The entire process would have to start again from the 

beginning. A digital process, on the other hand, would take an average of 30 minutes, including sending, signing and returning the 

document – allowing processes to be completed much faster, employees to be more efficient and productive, and costs related 

to paper, ink, machinery and shipping to be lowered considerably. 

Our solution is flexible and efficient. 

SigniFlow® fits into your business model, allowing your company to secure transactions and identities, while complying with 

internal, national and international standards for digital and electronic signatures. 



SIGNIFLOW® WORKFLOW 
ENGINE

SIGNERS
Add yourself, colleagues and customers 
who you require to sign your document, 
form or contract in a sequential workflow.

APPROVERS
Mix process or document approvers with 
eSigners in a single sequential workflow 
configuration.

VIEWERS
Give someone total visibility of your doc-
ument and workflow process, without re-
quiring them to perform any actions.

API
Create any workflow configuration, from 
any application, with an array of APIs.

FACE-TO-FACE SIGNING
Have your contracts, job cards or invoices 
signed by anyone on any device, without 
the need for them to sign up or have an 
email account.

GROUP SIGNING
Create a parallel workflow to send an in-
struction simultaneously to a group of 
people. Mix parallel and sequential work-
flows in a single workflow configuration.

Parallel, sequential or a combination of the 
different workflows.

SIGNIFLOW® DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE WORKFLOW

MANAGE YOUR WORKSPACE

An effective workflow creation tool that 
allows for all types of approvals and 
eSigning scenarios.

Cloud or On-premise

SigniFlow® is digital signature workflow software that enhanc-

es and fully digitises any process that requires a document 

to be signed or approved. For anything from the most basic 

requirements, such as employees having to sign leave appli-

cations and their managers approving or rejecting them, to ul-

tra-complex processes that require both internal and external 

parties to sign highly sensitive and legal documents, SigniFlow® 

is the most secure and compliant solution.

SigniFlow® is available in different variations. Whether you 

choose our cloud as your Software as a Service (SaaS) solution, 

or opt to deploy SigniFlow® behind your firewall to comply with 

your stringent document policies, IT policies or organisational 

requirements, we have the solution.

SigniFlow® is available in:

• Cloud SaaS with cloud PKI

• On-premise Hybrid with cloud PKI

• Enterprise hosted Hybrid with cloud or in-country PKI

• On-premise Private Network with on-premise PKI

• In-Country Certificate Authority (CA) Tenant



SIGNIFLOW® DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE VALIDATION

DIGITAL CERTIFICATES

LONG-TERM VALIDATION

TAMPER-EVIDENT

SigniFlow® digital signatures are created using digital X.509 certificates with built-in Private/Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

capabilities, which are verifiable using free Adobe Acrobat© visual-trust indicators.

Although most certificates are only valid for one year, you need to prove that the certificate was valid at the time of signing. 

SigniFlow® digital signatures authenticate validity and revocation status for 10+ years.

As every user signs, SigniFlow® applies the latest security protocols, cryptographic algorithms and key lengths endorsed by 

governments and banks, to protect the content of the document and make every transaction tamper-evident.



TRUST AND COMPLIANCE
Developed with compliance at its core, SigniFlow® meets and exceeds stringent global 

security standards.

EU eIDAS regulation of 2016

US ESIGN act of 2000

Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA)

GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) 

CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act)

Privacy Shield

SOC 1, 2 and 3 

CIS Benchmarks

FIPS 140-2 Level 3 Hardware Security Module (HSM)

ISO 27001

ISO 9001

Federal Risk and Management Program (FedRAMP)

Cyber Essentials Scheme

HIPAA & HITECH compliant

256-Bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
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